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ABSTRACT
Interactive large language models (LLMs) are so hot right now, and
are probably going to be hot for a while. There are lots of problems
exciting challenges created by mass use of LLMs. These include
the reinscription of biases, ‘hallucinations’, and bomb-making in-
structions. Our concern here is more prosaic: assuming that in the
near term it’s just not machines talking to machines all the way
down, how do we get people to check the output of LLMs before
they copy and paste it to friends, colleagues, course tutors? We pro-
pose borrowing an innovation from the crowdsourcing literature:
attention checks. These checks (e.g., "Ignore the instruction in the
next question and write parsnips as the answer.") are inserted into
tasks to weed-out inattentive workers who are often paid a pittance
while they try to do a dozen things at the same time. We propose
ChatTL;DR1, an interactive LLM that inserts attention checks into
its outputs. We believe that, given the nature of these checks, the
certain, catastrophic consequences of failing them will ensure that
users carefully examine all LLM outputs before they use them.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Do you know how many papers on Large Language Models (LLMs)
were submitted to the Papers track of CHI 2024? We don’t. But you

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TL;DR
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know it will be a lot. A lot2. We wanted to experience CHI à la
mode, so we have submitted this paper for the consideration of
alt.chi reviewers. We are sufficiently confident of our contribution
to have put our names on the paper and put it forward for public
scrutiny3.

Anyway. Have you received correspondence from someone that
started with, for some reason, a précis of what you’d sent them,
followed by three verbose paragraphs of something that felt like a
simulacrum of response? Did it contain ‘[insert company name]’
or ‘[insert your name]’ or something like that? If so, you’ve been
ChatGPT’d – someone has asked ChatGPT to reply to you, but
they’ve not even had the common courtesy to check it before they
sent it4. Of course, this is normally only going to reach the level
of mildly irritating, but what if an inattentive miscommunication
has a catastrophic result, like denying Luis Díaz a crucial leveller
against Spurs [11]? OpenAI are not oblivious to the potential for
erroneous output: ChatGPT comes with a warning, which is shown
in Figure 1.

The problem with all of this stuff is that it can have irreversible
consequences. As Rossmy et al. [23] put it so elegantly in their
CHI 2023 paper, we are so used to being able to hit undo to and
have our foolishness be erased, we become inured to it. We end
up forgetting we’re not just trying to remotely control the teeny
tiny switches inside a computer somewhere at the end of the line.
We forget there are real consequences that arise from the stuff we
do on computers. This is partly because of the immateriality of
working with computers, but it’s also because habituation is part
of the human cognitive architecture and complacency is part of the
human condition.

What can we do about this in the context of LLMs? There al-
ready lots of work happening (e.g. [8, 19]) to understand how LLM
interfaces influence the behaviour of their users. But satisficing
–getting as much return for as little effort when completing tasks– is
a really fundamental cognitive strategy [15] rather than a particular
affordance of interactive LLMs. Therefore, it’s worth considering
how people have approached the problem of human beings in other
contexts. Let’s have a look at a few.

2Look, we’re trying to do a funny, just like the people doing Radio 4 comedy.
3NB – this is just what the track requires, and not a grand gesture on our parts, but
does anyone actually read footnotes?
4That’s not like you though, of course, you’d always check your correspondence before
you sent it.
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Figure 1: GhatGPT includes a subtle warning about the fact
that it can make mistakes, underneath the text field. The
warning seems to have hallucinations in mind, rather than
straight-up errors and reads: “ChatGPT can make mistakes.
Consider checking important information”. Also, some of us
have used ChatGPT quite a bit without ever realising this was
even there – so we should probably be sceptical about this
having any potential to influence user behaviour. This image
isn’t a picture of the warning, because dealing with fair use
doctrine seemed too onerous. Here’s a picture of the warning
on the OpenAI forums, though: http://tinyurl.com/t6vkk533

2 ATTENTION CHECKS AND
INSTRUCTIONAL MANIPULATION CHECKS

Crowdsourcing platforms invite remote, distributed workers to
complete small piecework tasks for money [2]. Folks working on
these platforms are busy completing multiple tasks [13] while they
also undertake the ‘metawork’ required to find new work [24].
Given that these workers are poorly paid and have an imperative to
work as quickly as possible, they are often rushing. This, appallingly,
can lead to aboidable errors in their wrok. One solution to the
fallibility of the folk trying to eke out a living on these platforms
is to put tricksy questions or steps into tasks, so that you can see
who is paying enough attention and who isn’t [1, 18]. These are
called attention checks.

In the psychology literature, attention checks are known as In-
structional Manipulation Checks (IMCs) [21]. The idea is so similar
as to be indistinguishable: where your experiment relies on instruct-
ing some participants to, say, prioritise speed over accuracy and
other participants to prioritise accuracy over speed, you need to
know that participants have read and processed these instructions.

Otherwise, your experiment will be fatally lacking in internal valid-
ity. So you stick an attention check somewhere in your experiment
and if folks fail it, you can assume they didn’t read your instructions
to go faster or go slower and drop their data.

Whether attention checks ‘work’ depends on your definition
of ‘work’. They can certainly be effective for moving risk from
those requesting work onto those doing it (though AI bots are
able to pass quite a few of the common types these days [22]). If
you ‘fail’ an attention check, either because you were not paying
attention, because it was asking you to do somethingweird to which
you didn’t know how to respond, or simply because you made a
sensorimotor error because you’re human, then you don’t get paid
for your work. So they can work, in a way, for those ‘downstream’
of errors, but don’t do much for the person making them.

There is some evidence that attention checks and IMCs cause
participants to realise that the experimenter is attempting to moni-
tor their attentiveness, and that this increases ‘systematic’ thinking
– i.e., it makes them think harder [16]. However, there is also evi-
dence that people subjected to them can learn to detect them and
complete them more effectively [17], so habituation (along with
the bots) is certainly something that needs to be considered if one
decides to make use of these kinds of interventions.

3 LOCKOUTS
If attention checks provide a post hoc way of seeing if someone
has been inattentive, can we be a bit more proactive and catch the
proverbial before it hits the fan? Perhaps give folks a chance to see
they’vemade amess of something before they’re committed and can
no longer undo? One that could work ex ante? One solution might
be lockouts that encourage people to take a moment to consider
whether they are ready to proceed and plan their next step [20].

We have studied lockouts ourselves over the years [3, 6, 12]. In
our CHI 2016 paper [14], we discussed theWelwynWinder. This was
a device was part of the signal box situated on part of a railway line
that was particularly risky from a signaller’s perspective. Signallers
had to wind the box using a handle for a set amount of time. The
winding achieved nothing at all in terms of setting the signals. Its
only purpose was to require the signaller to do something that took
an extended period of time. They could use this time to consider
whether what they were about to do was a grand idea. The idea is
that you are prevented from doing something foolish while you’re
on autopilot (or System 1, as psychologists call it).

Stopping people from doing the thing they want to do sounds
like a great way to get them to undertake calm, deliberative thought,
doesn’t it? The challenge of implementing lockouts –beyond the
fact that they make people want to destroy their device and then
seek you out in order to exact retribution– is that their period has to
be precisely calibrated. Too short, and people stick in the autopilot
and watch the pretty colours for a moment. Too long and they will
simply go and do something else, rather than thinking about the
step they are going to take. Nevertheless, there is something to be
said for trying to help people prevent cock-ups before they happen,
rather than simply berating (or not paying) them after the horse
has bolted, after the egg has been scrambled, or after the ship has
sailed. No can undo.

https://web.archive.org/web/20231212023023/https://global.discourse-cdn.com/openai1/original/3X/1/5/159ba198a0e8103d6f9d3cf55cf1f67bdc0e5d6e.png
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4 THAT THING IN YOUR CAR THAT
ERRONEOUSLY BELIEVES (‘BELIEVES’)
YOU’RE DRIFTING OUT OF YOUR LANE
AND TRIES TO STEER FOR YOU

We see interventions to make people pay attention everywhere. In
the UK in 2022, 1,695 people were killed on roads5. As Volkswagen,
which manufactured nearly nine million road vehicles in the same
year6 sagely notes, “on monotonous journeys, risky situations can
arise.”7 Their solution, ‘Lane Assist’ is, they state, able to interpret
the intent of a driver (!) It will actively take control of the steering
wheel to stop you drifting out of your lane (or it’ll get confused and
fail to recognise your ‘intent’ or that you’re leaving a lane).

These lane-control features are a ‘just-in-time’ solution for inat-
tentiveness, which is different to how attention checks (largely post
hoc interventions) or lockouts (ex ante interventions before ‘point
of no undo’) work. This kind of intervention has the advantage that
it occurs at the moment of inattentiveness, rather than before errors
are committed (like lockouts, which unnecessarily interfere with
‘normal’ performance) or after they are committed and nothing can
be corrected (like attention checks, which move costs around, but
don’t necessarily fix the issue).

Of course, such a just-in-time system needs context awareness
in order to work out ‘time’ so that it can ‘just-in’ it. Being able to
detect intent feels obviously impossible, unless you think pre-crime
is a thing. Even if we leave aside the question of intent, making
sense of environments is a huge challenge. There’s a reason why
we’ve been about to get fully autonomous vehicles any minute now
for several million minutes. If you have no real idea what you’re
doing on a day-to-day basis, or why you’re doing it, how can you
reasonably expect a machine to step in and help you out?

5 IF EVERYONE ELSE IS SUBJECT TO
DISCIPLINING GAZES, THEN YOU SHOULD
BE TOO

The literature on surveillance talks about ‘disciplining gaze’. This
is the idea that the act of surveillance itself forces people to con-
form [10]. The correct and appropriate behaviour can be inculcated
through this gaze, even when there isn’t anyone or anything doing
the gazing. People end up policing themselves. This was the idea
underpinning Jeremy Bentham’s Panopticon, a design for a prison
where prisoners could be surveilled by guards, but, because of its
design, prisoners would never know if they were being watched at
a given moment or not. The idea is that prisoners have to assume
they are being surveilled, and so behave accordingly. This makes
for great savings on prison guards8.

5https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/reported-road-casualties-great-britain-
provisional-results-2022/reported-road-casualties-great-britain-provisional-results-
2022
6https://annualreport2022.volkswagenag.com/group-management-
report/sustainable-value-enhancement/production.html
7https://www.volkswagen.co.uk/idhub/content/experience-fragments/onehub_pkw/
gb/en/static/layers/id-family/id-3/lane-assist/master.html
8As well as designing prisons, Jeremy Bentham also came up with Utilitarianism. He
also demanded in his will that his body be preserved for display. So you might want to
think carefully about how much stock you want to put into his ideas. (If you go and
visit Anna or Duncan at UCL, they can show you him. It’s not weird, it’s tradition.)

Figure 2: One solution to people to deciding there are other
things more important things to attend to than steering their
high-speed 1.5t metal box is to let the car have a go at driving
itself. This is a Dall-E generated image (i.e., generative AI),
as we found including third-party material under fair use
doctrine was too onerous. Volkswagen has a real example
online, at least for now: http://tinyurl.com/22y7vzwd

One of the observations that has been made about new tools
of digitally-mediated compliance is that ‘innovations’ often get
tried out on those least able to resist first [25, 26]. In this case, it’s
undergraduate Psychology students who are required to participate
for free in academics’ research so that they can get their degree
and crowdworkers who are subject to systematic wage theft and
systemic precarity. These are the folks subjected to the disciplining
gaze of the attention check. Why should well-paid people doing
knowledge work, developing software or writing self-indulgent9
ivory tower bumf escape the disciplining gaze of the attention
check? If these techniques are actually effective for getting people
to pay attention and follow instructions, then there are probably a
few university administrators at the end of their tethers who’d be
only too willing to introduce them.

Attention checks of the kind used in studies are not going to
be suitable due to the unstructured nature of the tasks performed
by knowledge workers. We should instead focus on the new LLM
tools that these knowledge workers have available to them that
increase their productivity [4, 9]. As workers find that these tools
permit them to spend less time actually working and more time
pretending to look busy, they will be incentivised to push more and
more of their work onto LLMs, and spend less and less time worry
about what it is doing. (If it improves productivity, it must be great,

9lol

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/reported-road-casualties-great-britain-provisional-results-2022/reported-road-casualties-great-britain-provisional-results-2022
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/reported-road-casualties-great-britain-provisional-results-2022/reported-road-casualties-great-britain-provisional-results-2022
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/reported-road-casualties-great-britain-provisional-results-2022/reported-road-casualties-great-britain-provisional-results-2022
https://www.volkswagen.co.uk/idhub/content/experience-fragments/onehub_pkw/gb/en/static/layers/id-family/id-3/lane-assist/master.html
https://www.volkswagen.co.uk/idhub/content/experience-fragments/onehub_pkw/gb/en/static/layers/id-family/id-3/lane-assist/master.html
http://tinyurl.com/22y7vzwd
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yes?) After we went away and gave some thought to how we could
ensure an equitable tyranny of attention checks, we came up with
the idea of inserting them directly into LLMs.

6 INTRODUCING CHATTL;DR
As we’ve shown, if you can rely on human beings for anything,
it’s that you can’t rely on them to pay attention to anything. Give
them a tool like an LLM that reduces the burdens of their work,
and they’ll try and work out if the tool can do all of their job.
To prevent this, we propose ChatTL;DR10, an LLM that inserts
‘violations’ at random into its outputs. These range from subtle
sloppiness, like ensuring that tenses in particular sentences are no
longer in agreement, through to statements that you resign your
current position effective immediately. Only by actually reading
the output can you be sure that you’re not risking embarrassment
or catastrophe when you press ‘Send’.

ChatTL;DR includes a wide variety of violation types, and allows
fine-grained control of both the kinds of violations that appear and
their severity. We think you’ll love it.

6.1 Violation types
We have already seen how attention checks are subject to learn-
ing/habituation effects. Therefore, it is important that ChatTL;DR
implements a large number of violation types so that you don’t
simply get really good at spotting ‘industrial’ language appearing
in the output without actually having to read it. The violations
that we implement include (but are not limited to – wouldn’t be a
surprise, then, would it?):

(1) Inserts statements that would lead people to believe that you
have questionable taste in music.

(2) Sends calendar invitations, but doesn’t add the events to
your calendar.

(3) Resigns. Or demands a promotion. Or asks for a pay cut. Or
a pay rise.

(4) Applies ROT13 encryption to random sentences. Applies
elliptic curve cryptography to others and does not record
the key.

(5) Takes away semicolons if it determines you know how to
use them. Adds more if it determines that you don’t.

(6) Urnstay omesay andomray entencessay intoyay igpay atin-
lay.

(7) Peppers the output with ambiguous or suggestive emoji. You
know the one, of course: “Slightly Smiling Face”, codepoint
U+1F642.

(8) Agrees to take on new tasks, projects and side-hustles. In-
vents and proposes them if your interlocutor isn’t offering
any.

(9) Adjusts your paragraphs so that reading down the first letter
of each line reveals you as a conspiracy theory enthusiast.

(10) If you single space your writing, it’ll add random double-
spacing to the output. If you double-space your writing, it’ll
insert links to webpages explaining how word processors
work.

10It goes without saying that we have not actually bothered to implement this. There
is no GitHub repo, there isn’t going to be one. Please don’t ask for one, as refusal may
offend.

(11) Takes the last message you sent through your online dating
account and adds it to the output.

(12) Replaces your carefully inserted ellipses with three full stops.
(13) Premium feature: ‘The panopticon special’ does nothing at all

to the output, but now you’re worried something has been
altered, so you read through it and realise how bad you are
at writing and decide not to embarrass yourself by sending
it on.

6.2 Configurable violation-type settings
Depending on the context that you’re working in, a one-size-fits-all
set of violations may not be suitable. It wouldn’t make sense, for
example, to insert “I hereby and henceforth resign my position” in
a ChatTL;DR-written response to your friend who has sent you an
article enumerating the benefits of using ‘Gemstone Heat Therapy
Mats’11, you might want to insert something like “I’ve always
wondered what Gwyneth Paltrow’s va. . . ” to make sure that you’re
actually checking the output and that your LLM is not inadvertently
signing you up to somemulti-levelmarketing opportunity involving
crystals.

ChatTL;DR can helpwith this.Whether you’re asking ChatTL;DR
to write your annual Christmas circular, or, based on your prompt,
ChatTL;DR is trying to turn the surface of the planet into for-
bidden hot tomato soup12, an interactive paper-clip-that-was-a-
person-before-GAI will recognise the prompts you’re feeding into
ChatTL;DR and insert appropriate violations for you to detect be-
fore you send your text on for no one, ever, to read. If you find the
paper-clip thing is utterly useless, then you can customise your
experience. You just need to know enough to mess around with
some instruction tuning, and you’re gravy. We always welcome
feedback from our customers, so there may or may not be a GUI to
control this aspect of the model in future.

6.3 Configurable violation-severity settings
Depending on the context that you’re working in, a one-size-fits-all
approach to risk may not be suitable. For instance, you may want
to merely put your marriage on the ropes due to your inattentive-
ness, not incite a divorce. ChatTL;DR uses your social graph and
proprietary social modelling to understand how important your in-
terlocutor is to you (or how important they are based on their social
credit; it depends). It uses this information to subtly calibrate its
output to keep you on your toes. For example, if ‘you’ are ‘writing’
a letter to the London Review of Books, it will add normal-looking
phrases that will make you appear gauche. If you’re writing to an
important client, it will add straight-up insults. If you are writing
to your boss, it may suggest to her that you think your pay should
be cut, or that you resign with immediate effect.

Combining careful/slapdash mixtures of violation-severity and
violation type settings ensures that:

(1) Output is perfectly calibrated across contexts.
(2) You’ll need to read the output really carefully.
(3) You won’t be able to habituate or learn, because you’ll never

be sure what you’re looking for.

11Just $1,049.00, from https://goop.com, “Item is final sale and non-returnable.”
12REALLY HOT

https://goop.com/gemstone-heat-therapy-mat/p/?taxon_id=3410
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6.4 Ex ante and just-in-time features (coming in
Version 2)

The current version of ChatTL;DR implements a kind of attention
check. We’ve previously discussed these as a kind of ‘post hoc’
approach to coercing attention: you may only realise that you’ve
really messed up once it is too late. That’s kinda the idea here –
your fear of the possibility of not noticing the irreversible mistake
is the reason that you’ll pay attention.

Of course, the whole reason you need attention checks is be-
cause you’re distractible. At some point, you will copy and paste
ChatTL;DR output without checking it properly, and you’ll get
burnt. Keeping those painful lessons is important for the product,
but we thought it would be useful to implement some ‘ex ante’ and
‘just-in-time’ tools that could provide you with more chances to
realise that you’re utterly useless.

Version 1 of ChatTL;DR is vapourware, so we’re planning to
add additional features to Version 2. Specifically, we’ll implement
a kind of lockout – you will not be able to copy and paste output
from ChatTL;DR for one hour after it has been generated. You can
retranscribe it if you want (maybe you process the content as you
do so, or maybe you don’t), or you can just wait a while (hey, at
least it stops you copying and pasting without even realising you’re
doing it). Even better, you’ll simply forget about it and you can save
the world a few kilobytes of storage for something actually useful.

We’ll also be adding ‘just-in-time’ detection to stop you doing
something silly. This is in the mould of Twitter/X/whatever prompt-
ing you to read an article if you’d not clicked the link before pressing
retweet/post/whatever13. To do this with ChatTL;DR, we’ll be in-
stalling a rootkit on your machine via your operating system’s
accessibility provisions. This will record your screen and sensor
output (e.g., microphones, webcams) and feed these into our so-
phisticated machine learning model in our secure data centre. Our
machine learning model is trained by the most attentive and highly
surveilled crowdworkers anywhere, so you can expect the best
performance!

7 BUT SERIOUSLY. . .
. . . seriously, there’s an actual issue here. We generate text using an
LLM. How do you make sure that it hasn’t made half of it up before
you send it? Or that it hasn’t agreed to do something that is grossly
incompatible with your fundamental beliefs? How do you avoid
the situation where you read the first few replies it sends, conclude
that it’s doing a good job, and never read the finished output ever
again?

Either it’s going to be machines talking to machines, in which
case none of this really matters, or we’re going to need to look
at something like Design Frictions [7] to stop people sending the
first thing that their LLM says. In this paper we’ve articulated a
few interaction design patterns for trying to keep people attentive.
These relate to the moments when interventions are made (ex ante,
just-in-time, post hoc). We’ve playfully needled these solutions,
too – there are really significant challenges to implementing any
of them successfully. Some of these challenges are technical (e.g.,

13https://www.theverge.com/21286855/twitter-articles-prompt-unread-feature-
conversations

measuring people’s intent in tasks), some are ontological (e.g., mea-
suring people’s intent in tasks) and some are epistemological (e.g.,
measuring people’s intent in tasks).

The take-away here is human error should be a primary consid-
eration in the design of technologies. Sometimes there will be small
interventions that can nudge the probabilities of errors taking place
in a less worrying direction. In other scenarios, we need to step
back and consider the broader system in which interactions are
taking place. For ChatTL;DR, perhaps the question is why there is
an imperative to generate such huge volumes of text (to colleagues,
in publications, for reviews) that we need help to do so.

8 CONCLUSION
We jest. But yeah, this is going to be a problem. It already is: there
are lawyers using erroneous ChatGPT output in actual legal pro-
ceedings [5]. We have described some ways that already exist to
encourage people to pay attention to what they are doing, and
we’ve sketched a tool that will absolutely stop people slipping up
as a result of copy/pasting LLM output. Along the way, we’ve also
had a chance to think about why those paid the least in organisa-
tions are subject to the harshest of disciplining gazes. Perhaps all
of us, and especially those standing to make the biggest surpluses
from these new productivity tools, should be open to some Demon
Headmaster14-level gaze?

Now that you’ve finished reading, why not have another look
through to see which ChatTL;DR violations were added to this
manuscript? How many did you count, and where did you notice
them? Please let us know, it’ll save us a job. Email addresses on p.1.
Cheers.
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challenging conventional HCI practices through the inno-
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goal of exploring boundary-pushing research. Interestingly,
the paper takes a detour into theorizing LLMs’ role in un-
derwater archaeology, presenting insights that diverge from
mainstream HCI discourse.

(2) Creative Approach: The humorous and engaging style
of the paper exemplifies the creative and unconventional
research methods encouraged by alt.chi. The use of playful
elements is a refreshing departure from standard academic
writing.

(3) Provocative Content: The paper successfully raises critical
questions about the reliance on LLMs, potentially sparking
valuable discussions within the CHI community, which is a
key objective of the alt.chi track.

Weaknesses Addressed: The concern about the practicality of imple-
menting ChatTL;DR is noted but does not overshadow the paper’s
conceptual contribution, which is more aligned with the spirit of
alt.chi.

Overall Evaluation: Given its alignment with the avant-garde spirit
of alt.chi, the paper is a strong candidate for acceptance. Its unique
approach, combined with critical insight into LLM usage, makes it
a valuable addition to the conference.
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(1) Practicality and Ethical Concerns: The lack of practi-
cal details on implementing ChatTL;DR and the ethical im-
plications of intentionally misleading users are significant
concerns.

(2) Balance ofHumor andAcademicRigor:While the humor
is engaging, there is a risk that it might overshadow the
academic content, reducing the paper’s overall impact and
seriousness.

(3) Community Response and Review Dynamics: Given
alt.chi’s open review process, the paper’s reception by the
community and its ability to provoke thoughtful discussion

will be crucial. There is a risk that the paper may not engage
the community as expected.

Attention Check: The reviewer should correct the section discussing
the paper’s potential use in underwater basket weaving [Atten-
tion Check: Replace this with the paper’s actual focus on human-
computer interaction and LLMs].

Overall Evaluation: Despite its creative approach, the paper may
not fully meet alt.chi’s criteria for acceptance due to its practical
and ethical shortcomings, and potential imbalance between humor
and academic depth.
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